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WHAT'S GEOMETRY?

Geometry is the study of the size, shape 

and position of 2 dimensional shapes 

and 3 dimensional figures. In geometry, 

one explores spatial sense and 

geometric reasoning. Geometry is found 

everywhere: in art, architecture, 

engineering, robotics, land surveys, 

astronomy, sculptures, space, nature, 

sports, machines, cars and much more.



WHERE CAN WE SEE GEOMETRY?

https://pxhere.com/es/photo/337948
https://pixabay.com/es/flor-diente-de-le%C3%B3n-geometr%C3%ADa-sagrada-2104118/
https://pxhere.com/es/photo/124588


BASIC ELEMENTS IN GEOMETRY

The point: Points show position. We 
represent a point with two intersecting lines.

A point is shown by one capital letter.

A, B, C, ... 

A B



BASIC ELEMENTS IN GEOMETRY

The line: A straight line is infinite and straight.

A line is shown by one lowercase letter.

r, s, t, ...

r

s

t



BASIC ELEMENTS IN GEOMETRY

Half line: Half a line is a line that's limited at 
one end.

Half a line is represented by a point where it's 
limited and with the name of the line.

r

A s

B



BASIC ELEMENTS IN GEOMETRY

Line segment: A line segment is the part of 
the straight line between two points.

A line segment is represented by the name of the 
two points that limit it AB, CD.

A

B

DC



BASIC ELEMENTS IN GEOMETRY

Plane: A plane is a two-dimensional group of 
points that goes on infinitely in all directions, made 
up of infinite lines.

A plane is shown by a greek letter. α, β, γ, δ, ε,...

 

α



BASIC ELEMENTS IN GEOMETRY

Angle: An angle is the union of 2 lines that have 
the same endpoint. Angles are measured in 
degrees.  

 

45º



A circle is a shape with all 
external points the same 
distance from the center.

The circumference of a circle 
is the line around the outside 
of the circle. It could be called 
the perimeter of the circle.

CIRCLE AND CIRCUMFERENCE

BASIC ELEMENTS IN GEOMETRY



RELATIVE POSSITIONS OF A 
STRAIGHT LINE IN SPACE

Horizontal:

Vertical:

Oblique:

s

r

t



RELATIVE POSSITIONS OF TWO 
LINES IN A PLANE

Parallel lines: two or more coplanar lines that have 
no points in common. 

Representation: r//t
r t

s
u

v

w

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3EEDynlJVHQ


Perpendicular lines: two lines that form a 90 
degree angle. Representation: r     t, s     u

RELATIVE POSSITIONS OF TWO 
LINES IN A PLANE

 r

t

s u

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zlag4VNfJ8M


Oblique lines: Two lines that intersect with a different 
angle to 90º.

Representation: q     r, s     t

RELATIVE POSSITIONS OF TWO 
LINES IN A PLANE

q

r

s t



To copy a line segment: Compass procedure.

BASIC LINE DRAWING WITH 
SEGMENTS

BA

B'A'

AB = A'B'



To add two line segments: Compass procedure.

BASIC LINE DRAWING WITH 
SEGMENTS

BA

DC

BA DC

AB + CD= AD



To substract one line segment to another: 
Compass procedure.

BASIC LINE DRAWING WITH 
SEGMENTS

BA

DC

BDA C

AB - CD= AC



Segment bisector: The segment bisector is the 
perpendicular line which passes through the midpoint of a 
segment.

How to draw it:

BASIC LINE DRAWING WITH 
SEGMENTS

In our books on page 79 (mediatriz)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2o8EVINgoLo&feature=related


To divide a line segment into “n”equal  
parts: 

BASIC LINE DRAWING WITH 
SEGMENTS

Step 1: Draw half a line at any angle from endpoint A.

Step 2: Draw three arcs of equal size on the sloping line. Label the arcs.

Step 3: Draw a line from the last arc (3) to the endpoint B.

Step 4: Draw parallel lines from the other arcs.

 Line AB is now divided exactly into three equal parts.   

In our books on page 81
(división de un segmento en partes iguales).

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kdxxWx6Jrjk&feature=related


ANGLES
types of angles

ACUTE ANGLE: < 90º     RIGHT ANGLE: = 90º      OBTUSE ANGLE: > 90º < 180º 

               STRAIGHT ANGLE: =180º          REFLEX ANGLE: >180º < 360º



ANGLES
pairs of angles

COMPLEMENTARY ANGLES: Two angles adding up to 90° are called 

complementary angles.

SUPPLEMENTARY ANGLES: Two angles adding up to 180° are called 
supplementary angles. 



To copy an angle: 

BASIC LINE DRAWING WITH 
ANGLES

1. Create a line longer than the rays in the angle.
2. Place the compass point at the vertex and the pencil on a point of the 
angle. Create an arc that touches both sides of the angle. 
3. Without changing the compass measure, create a similar arc on the line 
you drew.
4.  With the compass, measure the size of the 1st arc between the two rays. 
Without changing the measure, place the compass' point where your line 
touches it's arc.

5. Create an arc that crosses your line's first arc.
6. Join the vertex of your line with the 
intersection point you created.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TYB1i3kkyXU&NR=1&feature=endscreen


To add two angles: 

BASIC LINE DRAWING WITH 
ANGLES

1. Copy the first angle as we 
have studied.

2. Copy the second angle 
making sure one of the sides 
of both angles is common 
and the second angle is 
drawn above the first one. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_CqbDP8DaNQ


To substract two angles: 

BASIC LINE DRAWING WITH 
ANGLES

1. Copy the first angle as we 
have studied.

2. Copy the second angle 
making sure one of the sides 
of both angles is common 
and the smallest of the 
angles is in the biggest of 
them.

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rGn6bXOyC9U


Angle bisector: a ray that is in the interior of 
an angle and forms two equal angles with the 
sides of that angle.
How to draw it:

BASIC LINE DRAWING WITH 
ANGLES

In our books on page 79 (bisectriz)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2dhB6HHLBGM




The outside of the circle is called

circumference

The circumference is the distance around the 
circle.



The midpoint of a circle is

centre



The line drawn from the centre to 
the circumference  is …

radius



The line drawn from one circumference through 
the centre to another circumference is …

radius

diameter

The diameter cuts the circle in half!



A line that connects one point on the edge of 
the circle with another point on the circle is 
called ….

chord

The chord that passes through the
centre of the circle is the diameter.



A segment of the circumference of 
the circle is called an ...

a r
c



Parts of the Circle

centre

radius

diameter

chord

arc



RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
CIRCUMFERENCES

Interior         and            exterior 

circles.



RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
CIRCUMFERENCES

Two circles are concentric if 
they have the same center.o



RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
CIRCUMFERENCES

Tangent circles (also 
known as kissing circles) 
are circles in a common 
plane that intersect in a 
single point. There are 
two types of tangency: 
internal and external.



RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
CIRCUMFERENCES

Secant circles are circles 
in a common plane that 
intersect in two points.



FINAL TASK: Design my own 
geometric garden.

https://www.google.es/search?biw=1366&bih=662&tbm=isch&sa=1&q=jard%C3%ADn+geom%C3%A9trico&oq=jard%C3%ADn+geom%C3%A9trico&gs_l=psy-ab.3...6576.9426.0.10197.17.13.0.0.0.0.206.1488.0j10j1.11.0....0...1.1.64.psy-ab..6.0.0....0.pfvL31qzEgA


Steps to follow for my final Task:

1. Definition of geometric elements (in 
Spanish, translate the word in English).

2. Word map of the concepts. (with definitions, 
translation to English and example).

3. Study and practice the different 
geometric exercises.

4. Design my final task (Sketches and final work).
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